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Maximojo Adventures, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. - A wondrous tale of adversity and triumph - During a warp in time caused
by a triple eclipse, a puppy named Maximojo is separated from his mother. Drifting alone in another
galaxy, he joins forces with a solar flare who transforms into a space fairy, Glitta. Together they
form the Cosmic Duo, admired for their heroic and daring missions. Now they ve been asked by the
Galactic Council to smooth the transition on Planet Zalturn while a new cosmic clock, Kalapsis,
takes over timekeeping duties in the universe. Maximojo and Glitta are joined by a stellar backup
trio, the Mojo team: Woofster the dog, Meowlen the cat, and Whinniston the horse. And they ll need
the help--this mission is much bigger than they imagined. Enter Master McFee, a ruthless cosmic
pirate determined to take over the Kingdom of Kavalon, ruled by Captain Daltoid Swaggelot. The
animals are lured to McFee s dungeon, led by a nasty rat named Rutty. Soon they learn that two
groups of enslaved miners, the Treptalonians and Mammolians, are trapped deep within this hidden
planet. Will the Cosmic...
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ReviewsReviews

Good e book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You are going to like how the article writer publish this
publication.
-- Ma lcolm  B lock-- Ma lcolm  B lock

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still
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